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Abstract
We develop an algorithm for unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) of a classifier
from a labeled source domain to an unlabeled target domain in a sequential learning
setting. UDA has been studied extensively recently but the vast majority of the
existing methods consider a joint learning setting where the model is trained on
the source domain and the target domain data simultaneously. We consider a more
practical setting, where the model has been trained on the labeled source domain
data and then needs to be adapted to the unlabeled source domain, without having
access to the source domain training data. We tackle this problem by aligning the
distributions of the source and the target domain in a discriminative embedding
space. To overcome the challenges of learning in a sequential setting, we learn an
intermediate prototypical distribution from the source labeled data and then use this
distribution for knowledge transfer to the target domain. We provide theoretical
justification for the proposed algorithm by showing that it optimizes an upper-bound
for the expected risk in the target domain. We also conduct extensive experiments
with several standard benchmarks and demonstrate the competitiveness of the
proposed method compared to existing joint learning UDA algorithms.
1 Introduction
Advances in deep learning have led to significant performance improvement in a wide range of
supervised learning tasks. Unfortunately, this success is largely conditioned on availability of massive
labeled datasets for training deep neural networks, which may not be always feasible due to prohibitive
costs [1]. A simple solution to tackle this challenge is to transfer knowledge by pre-training a neural
network in a related source domain in which labeled data is available. However, pre-training is not
effective when there is a domain gap between distributions of the source and the target domains.
Besides, pre-training still requires target domain labeled data. Domain adaptation is a learning setting
in which the goal is to leverage a source domain with labeled data to acclimate a deep neural network
to generalize well in a target domain in which only unlabeled data is accessible [2].
An effective approach for domain adaptation is to align distributions of both domains by mapping
data into a latent domain-invariant space [3, 4]. As a result, a classifier that is trained using the
source labeled data features in this space will generalize well in the target domain. Recent domain
adaptation methods model this latent space as the output of a shared deep encoder. The encoder
network is trained such that the source and the target domains share a similar distribution in its output.
This training procedure have been implemented using either adversarial learning [5–9] or by directly
minimizing the distance between the two distributions in the embedding [10–13, 13–15]. Adversarial
learning [16] has been used to extract features that are maximally discriminative in the source domain
and at the same as indistinguishable as possible in the target domain. As a result, the distributions are
aligned indirectly. Despite being effective, adversarial learning often requires delicate optimization
initialization, architecture engineering, and careful selection of hyper-parameters to be stable [17].
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Adversarial learning can also suffers from mode collapse [18]. In contrast, choosing the proper
probability distribution metric is the challenge for direct probability matching.
Most existing unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) algorithms consider a joint learning setting,
where the model is trained using both the target domain unlabeled data and the source domain labeled
data. In this paper, we consider a more realistic sequential learning scenario where the original
training data is not necessarily available during the adaptation. Instead, we assume that a model that
is trained on the source domain is given and the goal is to adapt this model to generalize well in the
target domain using solely the target domain unlabeled data. This setting can be considered as an
improvement over using an off-the-shelve pre-trained model when unlabeled data in a source domain
is available. It also relaxes the necessity of sharing training data between the two domains.
Contributions: our main contribution is to develop a sequential UDA algorithm which is based on
learning a parametric prototypical distribution for the source domain data distribution in the shared
embedding space. This prototypical distribution is used to align the source and the target distributions.
We approximate this multimodal distribution using a Gaussian mixture modal (GMM). In order to
adapt the model to work well the target domain, we draw samples from this prototypical distribution
and enforce the target domain to share the same prototypical distribution in the embedding space.
We also provide a theoretical justification for the proposed algorithm, by establishing an upper bound
for the expected risk in the target domain, and demonstrating that the proposed algorithm minimizes
this bound. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments and observe that the proposed approach
compares favorably with state-of-the-art joint learning UDA methods.
2 Background and Related Work
Several discrepancy measures have been used to align two distributions to address UDA. A group of
methods match the first-order and the second order statistics of the source and the target domains.
This includes methods that use the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [10, 12] and correlation
alignment [19]. A more effective approach is to use a probability distance that captures differences
in higher order statistics. The Wasserstein distance (WD) [20, 21] is such an example that is also a
suitable metric for deep learning due to having non-vanishing gradients. This property is helpful
because deep learning optimization problems are usually solved using the first-order gradient-based
optimization methods. Damodaran et al. [21] use the WD for domain alignment in a UDA setting
which leads to considerable performance improvement compared to methods [10, 19] that rely on
matching lower order statistics. In this work, we rely on the sliced Wasserstein distance (SWD)
variant of WD [22] for domain alignment. Compared to WD, SWD can be computed more efficiently.
Most exiting UDA methods use a strong assumption. It is assumed that the source and the target
domain data are accessible simultaneously and the model is trained jointly on two datasets. Since
pre-trained models are currently available, it is more practical to adapt them using only the target
domain data. By doing so, we can also address UDA when the source domain data is Private. This
learning setting for domain adaptation has been explored for non-deep models [23–25]. However,
these works address sequential UDA when the input distribution can be estimated with a parametric
distribution and the base models have a small number of parameters. As a result, it is not trivial to
extend the above works for the end-to-end training of deep neural networks. We use the notion of
prototypical distribution to align two distributions when the base model is a deep neural network.
Quite recently, UDA has been addressed through the idea of cross-domain alignment of the class
prototypes. The core assumption is that the data points that belong to each class form a single cluster
in the shared embedding space. Each class then can be represented by a single prototype (centroid).
Solving UDA then would reduce to aligning the prototypes across the domains by minimizing a loss
function that measures the distance between the prototype pairs [26, 27]. Pan et al. [26] measure the
distance between the prototypes in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) and use KL-divergence
to align the sample-based distributions. Chen et al. [27] measure the prototype-level distance in
`2-norm and use adversarial learning to align the distributions. We base our work on the above
mentioned assumption but rather learning only the prototypes, we learn a prototypical distribution
in the embedding space. This distribution is a multimodal distribution that encodes the knowledge
gained from supervised learning in the source domain. We develop an algorithm for sequential UDA
by enforcing the target domain to share this distribution in the embedding space.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed unsupervised domain adaptation framework.
3 Problem Statement
Consider a source domain S which consists of the distribution pS(x) and the labeling function
f(·) : Rd → Y ⊂ Rk. Given a family of parametric functions fθ : Rd → Y , e.g., a deep neural
network with learnable parameter θ, our goal is to solve for an optimal model with minimum expected
risk, i.e., Exs∼pS(x)(L(f(xs), fθ(xs)), where L(·) is a proper loss function. To this end, we are
given a labeled dataset DS = (XS ,YS), with XS = [xs1, . . . ,xsN ] ∈ X ⊂ Rd×N and YS =
[ys1, ...,y
s
N ] ∈ Y ⊂ Rk×N , where the data points are drawn i.i.d. xsi ∼ pS(x). Given a sufficiently
large enough number of labeled data points, we can solve for the optimal parameters using the standard
empirical risk minimization (ERM): θˆ = argminθ eˆθ(XS ,YS ,L) = argminθ
∑
i L(fθ(xsi ),ysi ),
as a surrogate for the true risk. Consider that we are also given an unlabeled dataset DT = (XT )
in a target domain withXT = [xt1, . . . ,x
t
M ] ∈ Rd×M and xti ∼ pT (x). As a result, using ERM is
not feasible in the target domain. We know a priori that the two domains share the same classes but
despite this strong relation, distributional discrepancy exists between the two domains, i.e. pS 6= pT
which leads to poor generalization of fθˆ in the target domain. Our goal is to adapt the classifier fθˆ
using solely the dataset DT such that it generalizes well in the target domain (see Figure 1).
In order to circumvent the challenge of distributional gap between the two domains, we can decompose
the mapping fθ(·) into a deep encoder φv(·) : X → Z ⊂ Rp and a classifier hw(·) : Z → Y such
that fθ = hw ◦ φv , where θ = (w,v). Here, Z denotes an intermediate embedding space between
the input space and the label space in which we assume that the classes have become geometrically
separable. Given θˆ and DT , if we adapt φv such that the discrepancy between the source and target
distributions, i.e., the distance between φ(pS(xs)) and φ(pT (xt)), is minimized in the embedding
space (making the embedding domain agnostic), then the classifier hw will generalize well on the
target domain.Many prior classic UDA algorithms use this strategy but implement it by assuming that
DS is always accessible. This makes computing the distance between the distributions φ(pS(xs)) and
φ(pT (xt)) simple and hence UDA reduces to selecting a proper probability distribution metric and
then solving a typical deep learning minimization problem [10, 12, 21, 20, 21]. The major challenge
in the sequential UDA setting is that the term φ(pS(xs)) cannot be computed directly.
4 Proposed Solution
We propose to solve the challenge of sequential UDA through aligning the source and the target
distribution via an intermediate prototypical distribution in the embedding space. We set a softmax
function at the output of the encoder just before passing data representations into the classifier
sub-network. As a result, the classifier can be assumed as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator
which assigns a membership probability distribution to any given data point. This means that when an
optimal model is trained for the source domain, the encoder would transform the source distribution
into a multi-modal distribution pJ(z) with k components in the embedding space (see Figure 1,
right). This occurs because the classes should become separable in the embedding space as the result
of learning. This is a prototypical distribution in which each distribution mode would captures one
of the classes. The mean for each mode can be considered as the class prototype in the previous
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works [26, 27]. If we update the model such that the prototypical distribution remains stable in the
target domain after adaptation, then the classifier would generalize well in the target domain.
The empirical version of the prototypical distribution is encoded by the source data samples
{(φv(xsi ),ysi )}Ni=1. We consider the distribution pJ(z) to be a GMM with k components:
pJ(z) =
k∑
j=1
αjN (z|µj ,Σj), (1)
where αj denote mixture weights, i.e., prior probability for each class, µj and Σj denote the mean
and co-variance for each component. Since we have labeled data points, we can compute the GMM
parameters using MAP estimates. Let Sj denote the support set for class j in the training dataset, i.e.,
Sj = {(xsi ,ysi ) ∈ DS | argmaxysi = j}. Then, the MAP estimate for the parameters would be:
αˆj =
|Sj |
N
, µˆj =
∑
(xsi ,y
s
i )∈Sj
1
|Sj |φv(x
s
i ), Σˆj =
∑
(xsi ,y
s
i )∈Sj
1
|Sj |
(
φv(x
s
i )− µˆj
)>(
φv(x
s
i )− µˆj
)
.
(2)
Our major idea is to use this prototypical distributional estimate to circumvent the major challenge
of sequential UDA. In order to adapt the model to work well for the target domain, we update the
model such that the encoder matches the target distribution into the prototypical distribution in the
embedding space. To this end, we can draw samples from the prototypical distributional estimate
and generate a labeled pseudo-dataset: Dˆ = (ZP ,YP), where ZP = [zp1 , . . . ,zpNp ] ∈ Rp×Np ,
YP = [y
p
1, ...,y
p
Np
] ∈ Rk×Np , zpi ∼ pˆJ(z), and the labels are ascribed according to the classifier
sub-network prediction. The sequential UDA problem then reduces to the following problem:
min
v,w
N∑
i=1
L(hw(zpi ),ypi )+ λD(φv(pT (XT )), pˆJ(ZP)), (3)
where D(·, ·) denotes a probability metric to measure the discrepancy measure between two distribu-
tions, and λ is a trade-off parameter between the two terms (see Figure 1, left).
Algorithm 1 SDAUP (λ, ITR)
1: Initial Training:
2: Input: source dataset DS = (XS ,YS),
3: Training on Source Domain:
4: θˆ0 = (wˆ0, vˆ0) = arg minθ
∑
i L(fθ(xsi ),ysi )
5: Prototypical Distribution Estimation:
6: Use Eq. (2) and estimate αj ,µj , and Σj
7: Model Adaptation:
8: Input: target dataset DT = (XS)
9: Pseudo-Dataset Generation:
10: DˆP = (ZP ,YP) =
11: ([zp1 , . . . , z
p
N ], [y
p
1 , . . . ,y
p
N ]), where:
12: zpi ∼ pˆJ(z), 1 ≤ i ≤ Np
13: ypi = arg maxj{hwˆ0(zpi )}
14: for itr = 1, . . . , ITR do
15: draw data batches from DˆT and DˆP
16: Update the model by solving Eq. (3)
17: end for
The first term in Eq. (3) is to ensure that the
classifier continues to perform well on the proto-
typical distribution (note that the pseudo-dataset
approximates this distribution). The second term
is the domain alignment matching loss which en-
forces the target domain to share the prototypical
distribution in the embedding space. The major
remaining question is selection of the distribu-
tion metric. We rely on SWD [20] due to its suit-
ability for deep learning [28, 22]. The advantage
of using SWD over WD is that SWD can be com-
puted efficiently using a closed form solution.
Additionally, empirical version of SWD can be
computed using the samples that are drawn from
the corresponding two distributions, as it is the
case in Eq. (3). Hence, Eq. (3) can be solved
using first-order optimization techniques (see
Appendices for more details). Our proposed so-
lution, named Sequential Domain Adaptation
Using Prototypical distribution (SDAUP), is pre-
sented and visualized in Algorithm 1 and Fig-
ure 1, respectively.
5 Theoretical Analysis
We demonstrate that our algorithm optimizes an upper-bound for the target domain expected risk.
We treat the embedding space as the hypothesis space within standard PAC-learning in our analysis
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and consider the hypothesis class to be the set of classifier sub-networks H = {hw(·)|hw(·) :
Z → Rk,v ∈ RV }. We denote the observed risk on the source and the target domains by eS
and eT , respectively. Also, let µˆS = 1N
∑N
n=1 δ(φv(x
s
n)) and µˆT =
1
M
∑M
m=1 δ(φv(x
t
m)) denote
the empirical source and the empirical target distributions in the embedding space, computable
from the training data representations. Similarly, let µˆP = 1Np
∑Np
q=1 δ(z
q
n) denote the empirical
prototypical distribution. Moreover, let hw∗ denote the optimal model that minimizes the combined
source and target risks eC(w∗), i.e. w∗ = argminw eC(w) = argminw{eS + eT }. In the presence
of enough labeled target domain data, this is the best joint model that can be learned. Finally, let
τ = E
z∼ ˆpJ (z)(L(h(z), hwˆ0(z)) denotes the expected risk of the optimal model that is trained using
the source domain data on the generated pseudo-dataset using the GMM distribution. This is the
baseline performance of the source-trained model in the target domain.
Theorem 1: Consider that we generate a pseudo-dataset using the prototypical distribution and
update the model for sequential UDA using algorithm 1. Then, the following holds:
eT ≤eS +W (µˆS , µˆP) +W (µˆT , µˆP) + (1− τ) + eC′(w∗) +
√(
2 log(
1
ξ
)/ζ
)(√ 1
N
+
√
1
M
+ 2
√
1
Np
)
,
(4)
where W (·, ·) denotes the WD distance and ξ is a constant which depends on L(·).
Proof: due to the space constraint, the complete proof is included in the Appendices.
Theorem 1 demonstrate why our algorithm can adapt the model that is trained using the source
domain to generalize well on the target domain. We can see that SDAUP algorithm minimizes the
upperbound of the target domain risk as given in Eq. (4). We minimize the source risk eS through the
initial training on the source domain. We minimize the second term in the upperbound of Eq. (4) by
intentionally fitting a GMM distribution on the source domain distribution in the embedding. We note
that this is only feasible if the source domain distribution can be fit well with a GMM distribution.
The third term is minimized because it is one of the terms in the objective function of Eq. (2). The
last term in Eq. (2) is a constant term that merely states that in order to train a good model, we need
sufficiently large source and target datasets and also generate a large pseudo-dataset. The fourth and
fifth terms state conditions under which our algorithm would work. The term (1− τ) is an important
term and SDAUP does not minimize. However, this term is small if the source-trained model can
initially generalize in target domain to some extent. This is quite intuitive because we don’t expect
positive knowledge transfer between two unrelated domains. Similarly, the term eC′(w∗) will be
minimal if the domains are related, i.e., share the same classes, and in presence of the target labeled
data, the base model can be trained to work well on both domains, i.e., aligning the distributions in
the embedding is possible. Hence, assuming related domains, SDAUP minimizes all the remaining
terms in Eq. (4), which would result in small true risk on the target domain.
6 Experimental Validation
We compare our algorithm against several recently developed UDA algorithms using benchmark
UDA tasks. In order to demonstrate effectiveness of our algorithm, we consider different UDA
tasks in terms of difficulty and the base network structure. Our implemented code is available at
https://github.com/mrostami1366/SequentialUDA.
6.1 Experimental Setup
Digit tasks: MNIST (M), USPS (U ), and Street View House Numbers, i.e., SVHN (S), datasets are
used as three domains. Following the literature, we report performance on three UDA tasks defined
among these datasets:M→ U , U →M, and S →M.
Office-31 Detest: this dataset is a visual recognition dataset with a total of 4, 652 images which are
categorized into ten classes in three distinct domains: Amazon (A), Webcam (W) and DSLR (D).
We report performance the six pair-wise definable UDA tasks.
ImageCLEF-DA Dataset: this image classification dataset is a generated using the 12 shared classes
between the Caltech-256 (C), the ILSVRC 2012 (I), and the Pascal VOC 2012 (P) visual recognition
datasets. We perform experiments on the six possible UDA tasks.
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Office-Home Dataset: this dataset is a more challenging object recognition dataset with a total of
15, 500images in office and home settings, grouped in 65 classes from 4 domains with large gap:
Artistic images (A), Clip Art (C), Product images (P), and Real-World images (R).
VisDA-2017: the goal for this dataset is to train a model on a synthetic domain and adapt it to work
well on real natural images. The synthetic images are generated by renderings of 3D models from
different angles and with different lightning conditions across 12 classes.
We use the standard precedent in the UDA literature. We use the VGG16 network as the base model
for the digit recognition tasks. The network is initialized with random weights. We use the ResNet-50
network which is pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset as the backbone of the network for the rest
of the tasks. We use standard cross validation to tune the hyper-parameter λ. We report the average
classification rate and standard deviation based on ten runs for each UDA task. We train the base
model using the source labeled data. We report the performance of this model on the target domain
as a baseline. Then we adapt the model using the target unlabeled data using SDAUP algorithm
and report the performance of SDAUP. Our work is the first work within sequential UDA setting.
Hence, we compare our results against the existing UDA algorithms that use joint training. In our
comparison, we include both pioneer and recent works to be representative. We include methods
that are based on adversarial learning: GtA [6], DANN [29], SymNets [8] ADDA [30], MADA [7],
and CDAN [9]. We have also included methods based on direct distribution matching that are more
similar to our approach: DAN [10], DRCN [31], RevGrad [11], CAN [13], JAN [12], DACAD [32],
and JDDA [33]. For each dataset, we include results of these works if the original paper have used
that dataset. For more details on the experimental setup, please refer to the Appendices.
6.2 Results
Results for the digit recognition tasks are reported in Table 1. In our Tables, bold font denotes best
performance and boxed text with italic font denotes the second best performances. Despite sequential
training, SDAUP outperforms the other methods in two of the tasks. We note that CyCADA and JDDA
methods lead to competitive results for these tasks. This maybe because CyCADA use generative
pixel-level adaptation and JDDA uses an instance-Based discriminative loss. Both approaches would
lead to class clusters that are highly separable in the embedding space, i.e., class clusters are distant,
and hence are robust with respect to domain shift. SDAUP leads to strong results because stabilizing
the prototypical distribution for both domain would also mitigate the effect of domain shift.
Table 2 summarizes the results for Office-31 dataset. We see in two of the tasks SDAUP lead to
the best results. Note, however, it seems there is no clear winner for this dataset. It is reported
that some labels in this dataset are noisy and some images contain objects that belong to other
classes [34]. SDAUP and other methods distribution matching methods are vulnerable with respect
to label pollution which makes aligning the distributions class-conditionally more challenging.
Results for UDA tasks of the ImageCLEF-DA dataset are reported in Table 3. We see that SDAUP
leads to significant performance boost over the prior methods for this dataset. the Caltech-256, the
ILSVRC 2012, and the Pascal VOC 2012 datasets have the equal size and are balanced in each class.
As a result, matching the source and the target distributions to the same prototypical multi-modal
distribution is more meaningful and straight forward for this dataset.
We have reported results for the Office-Home in Table 4. SymNets has the best result for this dataset.
This maybe because SymNets uses a two-level training procedure that aligns two distributions in
terms of features and classification categories. This class-conditional alignment can be particularly
helpful when the gap between the two domains is large, as it is the case for the Office-Home dataset.
However, we note that SDAUP leads to relatively close competitive performance for this dataset.
Results for VisDA task is presented Table 5. We observe a significant boost for VisDA task. From
Tables 1–5, we conclude that there is no single UDA method with best performance on all the tasks.
This occurs due to diversity of the tasks in terms of difficulty, domain gap, dataset size, etc. However,
our we observe SDAUP works reasonably well on all the UDA tasks with state-of-the-art performance
on many of the tasks, despite being a sequential UDA approach which assumes a more challenging
and a more restrictive setting. These results demonstrate that although our motivation was to address
sequential learning, SDAUP can also be used in a competitive joint training UDA algorithm.
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Method M→ U U →M S →M Method M→ U U →M S →M
GtA [6] 92.8 ± 0.9 90.8 ± 1.3 92.4 ± 0.9 CDAN [9] 93.9 96.9 88.5
CoGAN [35] 91.2 ± 0.8 89.1 ± 0.8 - FADA [36] 89.1 81.1 72.8
ADDA [30] 89.4 ± 0.2 90.1 ± 0.8 76.0 ± 1.8 CyCADA [37] 95.6 ± 0.2 96.5 ± 0.1 90.4 ± 0.4
RevGrad [11] 77.1 ± 1.8 73.0 ± 2.0 73.9 JDDA [33] - 97.0 ±0.2 93.1±0.2
DRCN [31] 91.8 ± 0.1 73.7 ± 0.4 82.0 ± 0.2 OPDA [20] 70.0 60.2 -
DACAD [32] 92.4 ± 1.2 91.1 ± 0.3 80.0 ± 1.2 MML [38] 77.9 60.5 62.9
Source Only 90.1±2.6 80.2±5.7 67.3±2.6 Ours 96.2 ± 0.5 98.2 ± 0.2 92.6 ± 1.0
Table 1: Classification accuracy for UDA tasks between MINIST, USPS, and SVHN datasets.
Method A →W D →W W → D A → D D → A W → A
Source Only [5] 68.4 ± 0.2 96.7 ± 0.1 99.3 ± 0.1 68.9 ± 0.2 62.5 ± 0.3 60.7 ± 0.3
GtA [6] 89.5 ± 0.5 97.9 ± 0.3 99.8 ± 0.4 87.7 ± 0.5 72.8 ± 0.3 71.4 ± 0.4
DANN [29] 82.0 ± 0.4 96.9 ± 0.2 99.1 ± 0.1 79.7 ± 0.4 68.2 ± 0.4 67.4 ± 0.5
ADDA [30] 86.2 ± 0.5 96.2 ± 0.3 98.4 ± 0.3 77.8 ± 0.3 69.5 ± 0.4 68.9 ± 0.5
SymNets [8] 90.8 ± 0.1 98.8 ± 0.3 100.0 ± .0 93.9 ± 0.5 74.6 ± 0.6 72.5 ± 0.5
MADA [7] 82.0 ± 0.4 96.9 ± 0.2 99.1 ± 0.1 79.7 ± 0.4 68.2 ± 0.4 67.4 ± 0.5
CDAN [9] 93.1 ± 0.2 98.2 ± 0.2 100.0 ± 0.0 89.8 ± 0.3 70.1 ± 0.4 68.0 ± 0.4
DAN [10] 80.5 ± 0.4 97.1 ± 0.2 99.6 ± 0.1 78.6 ± 0.2 63.6 ± 0.3 62.8 ± 0.2
DRCN [31] 72.6 ± 0.3 96.4 ± 0.1 99.2 ± 0.3 67.1 ± 0.3 56.0 ± 0.5 72.6 ± 0.3
RevGrad [11] 82.0 ± 0.4 96.9 ± 0.2 99.1 ± 0.1 79.7 ± 0.4 68.2 ± 0.4 67.4 ± 0.5
CAN [13] 94.5 ± 0.3 99.1 ± 0.2 99.8 ± 0.2 95.0 ± 0.3 78.0 ± 0.3 77.0 ± 0.3
JAN [12] 85.4 ± 0.3 97.4 ± 0.2 99.8 ± 0.2 84.7 ± 0.3 68.6 ± 0.3 70.0 ± 0.4
JDDA [33] 82.6 ± 0.4 95.2 ± 0.2 99.7 ± 0.0 79.8 ± 0.1 57.4 ± 0.0 66.7 ± 0.2
Ours 97.8 ± 2.1 95.6 ± 0.5 99.1 ± 0.3 97.8 ± 1.7 68.2 ± 4.5 71.7 ± 3.6
Table 2: Classification accuracy for UDA tasks for Office-31 dataset.
Method I → P P → I I → C C → I C → P P → C
Source Only [5] 74.8 ± 0.3 83.9 ± 0.1 91.5 ± 0.3 78.0 ± 0.2 65.5 ± 0.3 91.2 ± 0.3
DANN [29] 82.0 ± 0.4 96.9 ± 0.2 99.1 ± 0.1 79.7 ± 0.4 68.2 ± 0.4 67.4 ± 0.5
SymNets [8] 80.2 ± 0.3 93.6 ± 0.2 97.0 ± 0.3 93.4 ± 0.3 78.7 ± 0.3 96.4 ± 0.1
MADA [7] 75.0 ± 0.3 87.9 ± 0.2 96.0 ± 0.3 88.8 ± 0.3 75.2 ± 0.2 92.2 ± 0.3
CDAN [9] 76.7 ± 0.3 90.6 ± 0.3 97.0 ± 0.4 90.5 ± 0.4 74.5 ± 0.3 93.5 ± 0.4
DAN [10] 74.5 ± 0.4 82.2 ± 0.2 92.8 ± 0.2 86.3 ± 0.4 69.2 ± 0.4 89.8 ± 0.4
RevGrad [11] 75.0 ± 0.6 86.0 ± 0.3 96.2 ± 0.4 87.0 ± 0.5 74.3 ± 0.5 91.5 ± 0.6
JAN [12] 76.8 ± 0.4 88.0 ± 0.2 94.7 ± 0.2 89.5 ± 0.3 74.2 ± 0.3 91.7 ± 0.3
Ours 88.7 ± 1.2 99.5 ± 0.2 100 ± 0.0 94.9 ± 0.3 88.8 ± 0.9 99.8 ± 0.0
Table 3: Classification accuracy for UDA tasks for ImageCLEF-DA dataset.
Method A→C A→P A→R C→A C→P C→R P→A P→C P→R R→A R→C R→P
Source Only [5] 34.9 50.0 58.0 37.4 41.9 46.2 38.5 31.2 60.4 53.9 41.2 59.9
DANN [29] 45.6 59.3 70.1 47.0 58.5 60.9 46.1 43.7 68.5 63.2 51.8 76.8
SymNets [8] 47.7 72.9 78.5 64.2 71.3 74.2 64.2 48.8 79.5 74.5 52.6 82.7
CDAN [9] 49.0 69.3 74.5 54.4 66.0 68.4 55.6 48.3 75.9 68.4 55.4 80.5
DAN [10] 43.6 57.0 67.9 45.8 56.5 60.4 44.0 43.6 67.7 63.1 51.5 74.3
JAN [12] 45.9 61.2 68.9 50.4 59.7 61.0 45.8 43.4 70.3 63.9 52.4 76.8
DJT [21] 39.7 50.4 62.4 39.5 54.3 53.1 36.7 39.2 63.5 52.2 45.4 70.4
Ours 49.3 70.5 75.8 53.5 66.2 67.6 51.1 45.6 73.8 64.4 53.2 77.6
Table 4: Classification accuracy for UDA tasks of Office-Home dataset.
6.3 Analysis
To provide a better intuition, we have used UMAP [41] visualization tool to reduce the dimension of
the data representations in the embedding space to two for 2D visualization. Figure 2 represents the
testing splits of the source and the target domains and samples of the prototypical for the S →M
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Task JAN [12] DJT [21] GtA [6] SimNet [39] CDAN [9] MCD [40] Ours
Syn.→Real. 61.6 66.9 69.5 69.6 70.0 71.9 76.9 ± 0.7
Table 5: Classification accuracy for the VisDA UDA task.
(a) SVHN (b) Proto. Dist. Samples (c) MNIST: Pre-Adapt. (d) MNIST: Post-Adapt.
Figure 2: UMAP visualization for the S → M task: (a) the source domain testing split, (b) the
prototypical distribution samples, (c) the target domain testing split prior to adaptation, and (d) post
adaptation. (Best viewed in color).
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3: Confusion matrices for the S →M task: (a) the source domain (b) the target domain prior
to adaptation, (c) the target domain after adaptation, (c) the target domain with a model trained using
the target fully labeled dataset, and (d) the cross-domain distribution & the test error vs learning
iterations. (Best viewed enlarged on screen and in color).
digit recognition task. In this figure, each point represents one data point and each color represents
one of the digit classes. Comparing Figures 2a and 2b, we can see that GMM prototypical distribution
approximates the source domain distribution reasonably well. Figure 2c denotes that the target
domain samples are separable prior to adaptation to some extent but we can observe overlapped
classes due to distributional gap between the two domains. Figure 2d denotes that SDAUP algorithm
has aligned the source and the target distributions using the intermediate prototypical distribution.
For a class-level analysis, Figures 3a–3d visualize the confusion matrices for the classifier with
explanations in the caption. We can see in Figure 3b that domain shift causes confusion between
objects that are in visually similar classes, e.g., digits “3” and “8” or digits “4”, “7”, and “9”. Through
SDAUP, the confusion is reduced for all classes, as seen in Figure 3c. Comparing Figure 3c with
Figures 3a and 3d, we see that the initial confusions in the source domain translate into the easier
target domain (Figures 3d) which is predictable from Theorem 1. Finally, Figure 3e depicts an
empirical verification of Theorem 1. We observe that as more training iteration are performed and the
distributions are aligned, the target domain testing accuracy constantly increases. This accords with
Eq. (4) because SDAUP aligns the source domain distribution using the prototypical distribution.
7 Conclusions and Discussion
We addressed the sequential UDA problem. Our algorithm is based on minimizing the distributional
domain discrepancy in a shared embedding space using an intermediate multi-modal prototypical
distribution, modeled as a GMM. This distribution encodes what has been learned from the source
domain. As a result, the classifier network that is trained in the source domain generalizes on the
target domain. A future research direction is to overcome negative transfer for the source domain.
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Broader Impact
Our sequential domain adaptation algorithm is quite general and potentially can be used to improve
performance of machine learning systems after fielding these systems. Our algorithm is in particular
helpful when preserving privacy of the original training dataset is necessary, e.g., healthcare datasets.
Hence, this work can broaden the applicability of domain adaptation on more cases.
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Figure 4: Architecture of the proposed sequential unsupervised domain adaptation framework.
A Block Diagram of the Proposed Method
Figure 4 presents an enlarged version of the system block-diagram for more clarity. Visualization of the data
representation in the embedding space in Figure 4, to highlights formation of a multi-modal distribution when
the model is trained on the source domain (MNIST dataset in this Figure). We can fit this distribution with a
GMM distribution and the number of components of this GMM is equal to the number of classes. After having a
trained model, we update the model to generalize well on the target domain (SVHN dataset in this Figure).
B Proof of Theorem 1
We first note that When we generate the pseudo-dataset, we ensure to select pseudo-data points for which the
model is confident. To this end, we pick a threshold τ , draw random pseudo-data points zpi , and pass them
through the classifier sub-network. We then look at the predicted label distribution at the final softmax layer
and include only those data-points for which the model is confident with prediction probability greater than
τ . Let eP denotes the true risk of the initial optimal model that is trained using the source on the generated
pseudo-dataset.
Our proof is based on the following theorem by Redko et al. [42] and using a result by Bolley [43] which
measure the convergence of the empirical distribution to the true distribution in terms of the WD distance.
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Theorem 2 (Redko et al. [42]): Under the assumptions described in our framework, assume that a model is
trained on the source domain, then for any d′ > d and ζ <
√
2, there exists a constant number N0 depending on
d′ such that for any ξ > 0 and min(N,M) ≥ max(ξ−(d′+2),1) with probability at least 1− ξ, the following
holds:
eT ≤eS +W (µˆT , µˆS) + eC(w∗) +
√(
2 log(
1
ξ
)/ζ
)(√ 1
N
+
√
1
M
)
. (5)
Theorem 2 provides an upperbound for the performance of the source domain trained model on the target domain.
We use Theorem 2 to deduce Theorem 1. Redko et al. [42] prove Theorem 2 for a binary classification setting in
a joint training UDA setting. We also provide our proof in this case but it can be conveniently extended.
Theorem 1 : Consider that we generate a pseudo-dataset using the prototypical distribution and update the
model for sequential UDA using SDAUP algorithm. Then, the following holds:
eT ≤eS +W (µˆS , µˆP) +W (µˆT , µˆP) + (1− τ) + eC′(w∗) +
√(
2 log(
1
ξ
)/ζ
)(√ 1
N
+
√
1
M
+ 2
√
1
Np
)
,
(6)
where ξ is a constant which depends on L(·) and e′C(w∗) denotes the expected risk of the optimally joint trained
model when used on both the source domain and the pseudo-dataset.
Proof: Since the parameter τ denotes the performance of the source-trained model on the pseudo-data points in
the embedding space, then the probability that the predicted labels for the pseudo-data points to be false by this
model is equal to 1− τ . We can define the following difference for the pseudo-data points:
|L(hw0(zpi ),ypi )− L(hw0(zpi ), yˆpi )| =
{
0, if yti = yˆ
t
i .
1, otherwise.
(7)
Hence, the expectation on the above error can be computed as:
E
(|L(hw0(zpi ),ypi )− L(hw0(zpi ), yˆpi )|) ≤ |eP − eT | ≤ (1− τ). (8)
Using Eq. (8) we can deduce:
eS + eT = eS + eT + eP − eP ≤ eS + eP + |eT − eP | ≤ eS + eP + (1− τ). (9)
Note that since Eq. (9) is valid for allw, if we consider the joint optimal parameterw∗ in the right-hand and the
left-hand sides of Eq. (9), we deduce:
eC(w
∗) ≤ e′C(w) + (1− τ). (10)
Now by considering Theorem 2 for the two domains and then applying Eq. (10) on Eq.(5), we have:
eT ≤eS +W (µˆT , µˆS) + e′C(w∗) + (1− τ) +
√(
2 log(
1
ξ
)/ζ
)(√ 1
N
+
√
1
M
)
. (11)
Now using the triangular inequality on the WD metric we can deduce:
W (µˆT , µˆS) ≤W (µˆT , µP) +W (µˆS , µP) ≤W (µˆT , µˆP) +W (µˆS , µˆP) + 2W (µˆP , µP). (12)
Now we simplify the term W (µˆP , µP) using Theorem 1.1 in the work by Bolley et al. [43].
Theorem 3 (Theorem 1.1 by Bolley et al. [43]): consider that p(·) ∈ P(Z) and ∫Z exp (α‖x‖22)dp(x) <∞
for some α > 0. Let pˆ(x) = 1
N
∑
i δ(xi) denote the empirical distribution that is built from the samples
{xi}Ni=1 that are drawn i.i.d from xi ∼ p(x). Then for any d′ > d and ξ <
√
2, there exists N0 such that for
any  > 0 and N ≥ No max(1, −(d′+2)), we have:
P (W (p, pˆ) > ) ≤ exp(−−ξ
2
N2) (13)
This relation measure the distance between the estimated empirical distribution and the true distribution in terms
of the WD distance.
Applying Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) on Eq. (11) concludes Theorem 2 as stated:
eT ≤eS +W (µˆS , µˆP) +W (µˆT , µˆP) + (1− τ) + eC′(w∗) +
√(
2 log(
1
ξ
)/ζ
)(√ 1
N
+
√
1
M
+ 2
√
1
Np
)
,
(14)
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C Details of Experimental Implementation
In the digit recognition experiments, we resized the images of SVHN dataset to 28 × 28 images to have the
same size of the MNIST and the USPS datasets. This is necessary because we use the same encoder across all
domains.
In our experiments, we used cross entropy loss as the discrimination. At each training epoch, we computed the
loss function and stop training when the loss function became constant. We used Keras for implementation and
ADAM optimizer. We tune the learning rate such that the loss function reduces smoothly. We run our code on a
cluster node equipped with 2 Nvidia Tesla P100-SXM2 GPU’s.
All the datasets have their own standard training/testing splits in all domains. For each experiment, we used
these testing splits to measure performance of the methods that we report in terms of classification accuracy.
We used the classification rate on the testing set to measure performance of the algorithms. We performed 10
training trials and reported the average performance and the standard deviation on the testing sets for these trials.
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